ABSTRACT Spectrum scarcity is a challenging problem in wireless communications: high data rates are needed to support 5G new technologies. However, the spectrum is underutilized. To address this problem, cognitive radio (CR) is proposed to exploit the underutilized spectrum. The main requirement for the future CR networks is wideband spectrum sensing, which provides secondary users with the available frequency bands across a wide frequency range. Secondary users should fill these bands without causing interference to licensed users. Thus, new waveforms are proposed for the 5G physical layer. Generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) is considered to be a contender for the 5G new physical layer. The GFDM is a block-based waveform that is suitable for fragmented spectrum scenarios and is designed to overcome the drawbacks of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) used in 4G. The GFDM is the perfect candidate for 5G and CR technologies. Considering the cyclostationarity properties of modulated signals, we propose an optimized recovery method for the GFDM signals in the wideband regime. By exploiting the signal sparsity, we can recover the spectral correlation function (SCF) of the GFDM from digital samples of the GFDM taken at a sub-Nyquist rate to reduce the sampling time. Furthermore, a generalized likelihood ratio test is applied to the recovered function to detect multiple signal sources and identify the spectrum occupancy. The numerical results show that our method achieves a high probability of detection at a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with robustness in terms of rate reduction in wireless networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the year 2020, data consumption is expected to increase; 3G and 4G technologies cannot accommodate these changes; thus, a new mobile generation is needed. Currently, 5G technologies are emerging in research. The new wireless technology will be widely used in different sectors. This advanced technology is motivating the internet of things (IoT) [1] , [2] and is expected to be commercially available by 2020. To meet the user and industry needs, 5G should achieve the following requirements: (1) mobile data that is thousands of times higher than that of 4G; (2) a user datarate from 1 Gbps to 10 Gbps; (3) a number of connected devices that is ten to hundred times higher than that of 4G; (4) more battery life; and (5) reduced latency to stop delays. Moreover, the spectrum is a scarce resource organized by the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zeeshan Kaleem. concerned authorities, and there is a high demand for the spectrum to achieve these new requirements. To solve this problem, the regulatory authorities have allowed unlicensed users to access the licensed spectrum. Unlicensed access in licensed bands should not create interference to incumbent users; hence, new physical designs and waveforms are being researched that can fill in the TV white spaces (TVWS) in an opportunistic manner. When incumbent users or opportunistic users are inactive over the channel, only other opportunistic users can transmit or receive data over the channel.
Cognitive radio (CR) technology is considered to be an effective solution for the scarcity of the spectrum, which is expected to be important in 5G technologies. A CR is an intelligent communication system that is aware of its surrounding environment and understands its environment and makes a decision. Spectrum sensing is the first step in achieving dynamic spectrum access, in which secondary users detect spectrum holes. The spectrum sensing step provides awareness of the radio environment and gives an indication of the availability of transmission opportunities and who is occupying the channel itself [3] .
Wideband spectrum sensing (WBSS) techniques are designed to detect the frequency bandwidth, which is larger than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. The largest challenge faced by WBSS is the high sampling rate required to sample the wideband signal. According to the Nyquist theorem, the sampling rate of an analogue signal should be at least twice or higher than the highest frequency in order to recover the signal without errors and avoid spectral aliasing. This requires more complex hardware at a high cost. Many proposals have been suggested for WBSS [4] - [6] .
Multicarrier modulation (MCM) techniques remain the favored option for wideband signal transmission in the physical layer of existing and future wireless systems, such as 4G and the upcoming 5G networks [7] .
Generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) is a non-orthogonal waveform candidate for a 5G mobile communication system, and CRs, due to their flexibility, can address the different application requirements. The peak to average power ratio, which is the most serious problem in OFDM, can be reduced by the usage of GFDM.GFDM can achieve low out-of-band radiation, because the root-raised cosine filters are better than the rectangular pulse-shaping filters used in OFDM, reducing the interference to the adjacent frequency. GFDM is suitable in scenarios with fragmented spectra. Another feature of GFDM is the tail biting cyclic prefix (CP). This feature makes GFDM suitable in cyclostationary spectrum sensing algorithms [8] - [10] .
A comparison between OFDM and GFDM is shown in Table 1 . A series of recent studies have indicated that the integration of 5G with CR will achieve success in providing communication at anytime, anywhere and to anyone [11] , [12] . A number of authors have suggested applying different sensing techniques for the waveforms of 4G and 5G.
In [13] , an energy detector algorithm, which is the simplest detection method, was applied to both OFDM and GFDM. The performance detection was studied indifferent cases of receiver synchronization and considering an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. In the first case, when the receiver was synchronized, the receiver operating characteristic(ROC) curve of GFDM was better than the OFDM ROC curve. In the second case, the system was more realistic using an asynchronous receiver considering a frequency offset at the receiver, and the results showed that the GFDM complementary ROC curves were better than the OFDM ROC curve over the considered signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) range. In [14] , the authors applied another type of sensing algorithm to both OFDM and GFDM: the cyclostationary sensing algorithm. This algorithm is more complex than energy detection but more accurate for a low SNR. The cyclostationary autocorrelation function of GFDM was analyzed for the first time. The cyclostationary sensing algorithm was applied to both OFDM and GFDM.GFDM is as reliable as OFDM in detection. When the CP of GFDM is low, it can also be recovered. This characteristic can be used to increase the total throughput. This work was extended in [15] to indicate the impact of the design parameters of the shaping filters of GFDM on the cyclostationary detection.
The probability of detection increases as long as the roll-off factor increases. The bit error rate performance during detection was studied in [16] , and it was concluded that improved detection by increasing the roll-off factor is not achieved at the cost of bit error rate performance. It is clear that at a fixed SNR, the detection improves with a higher roll-off factor. Additionally, for a fixed roll-off factor, the detection improves with increasing SNR.
In [17] , researchers applied an energy detection algorithm to GFDM considering the effect of different channels, such as AWGN, Rayleigh and Nakagami fading channels. The probability of detection increased as the SNR increased, and it was concluded that GFDM is suitable for fragmented spectrum applications.
In [18] , the cyclostationary properties of GFDM were analyzed using time smoothing algorithms: the strip spectral correlation algorithm (SSCA) and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) accumulation method (FAM). The performance of the SSCA was better than that of the classic method by 77%, and better than the FAM method by 38%. The detection performance was improved by increasing the roll-off factor of the pulse-shaping filter of GFDM.
In [19] , researchers solved the problems caused by cyclostationary sensing of OFDM: the long sensing time and excessive sampling rates using compressed samples. A novel method was proposed in OFDM signal detection using subNyquist samples considering the property of the signals' cyclostationarity. The authors successfully solved the problem of insufficient memory and achieved optimal detection. Another proposal in [20] suggested a recovery of the spectral correlation function (SCF) of OFDM from sub-Nyquist sampling via greedy algorithms suitable for the spectrum sensing of OFDM in CR applications. In [21] , the authors proposed low-rate compressed sampling for GSM and time-division LTE signals using the cyclostationary properties of TD-LTE. This method showed a high probability of detection with a short sensing time.
In [22] , the authors proposed a sensing and sharing method based on CP autocorrelation. Considering the CP property of OFDM, they succeeded in deriving an accurate formula for the detection probability of OFDM based on frequency selective multipath channels. To the best of our knowledge, no previous research has investigated the detection of GFDM based on WBSS. From previous related work, it is clear that cyclostationary sensing is robust to noise and that it can differentiate between different signal modulation types. However, to obtain accurate detection, the sampling rate should be higher than the Nyquist limit, which affects the speed and power consumption. A high sampling rate requires complex hardware and increases the power consumption. To solve the problems associated with wideband cyclostationary sensing, we can use compressed sensing techniques [19] and [21] to recover the desired cyclic statistics from a few samples of the signal, which can reduce the sensing time and decrease the hardware cost.
We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
1) An optimized reconstruction algorithm for the SCF of the GFDM signal from sub-Nyquist samples is derived. 2) Detection of the GFDM signal is achieved by applying a generalized likelihood ratio test(GLRT) to the recovered SCF.
3) The numerical results validate the effectiveness of our proposed model and how it outperforms other related approaches. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section II describes the system model and problem statement, section III describes the recovery of the SCF, section IV describes the cyclic-based spectrum occupancy, and the simulation results are discussed in section V followed by a concluding summary in section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a wideband frequency range [-f max : f max ] with an unknown number of primary users. Our system model is depicted in Fig. 1 .The system is formed by the generation of a GFDM signal, analogue to information conversion to obtain the compressed samples of GFDM, the recovery of the SCF of GFDM from the samples, and finally the application of the GLRT to the recovered SCF to test the presence of PU [23] . Each part is described in detail in this section.
A. GFDM TRANSMITTER
GFDM is one of the recent physical layer schemes for 5G. It is a flexible waveform that can be used in CR applications. GFDM as shown in Fig. 2 consists of N blocks, and each block is formed by KM complex values data symbols scattered across K subcarriers and M subsymbols. Each subcarrier is circularly filtered by shaping a filter g[n] to decrease the out-of-band radiation. In GFDM, a CP is added to the whole data block to reduce the multipath effect and for the synchronization on the receiver. Consider a complex-valued data vector d that is obtained through coding and a constellation modulation, e.g., QAM. This vector consists of N = KM symbols, which can be separated into Msubsymbols, with each subsymbol containing K subcarriers. Thus, the vector d can be expressed as
where d m,k denotes the individual symbol that is transmitted in the m th subsymbol and on the K th subcarrier of the block. As shown in the transmitter, the data d k [m] is upsampled by a factor N. The resulting equation will be
where δ[·] is the Dirac delta function. The pulse-shaping filter g[n] is applied to the sequence d N k [n], followed by digital subcarrier upconversion. The resulting subcarrier transmit signal x k [n] can be mathematically expressed as
Then, a CP used to prevent inter-symbol interference (ISI) is added to x before transmission. The received signal is expressed as y[n]
where ⊗ is the circular convolution operation, h[n]is the channel impulse response and w[n] is AWGN. In our model, we consider the GFDM signal as a zeromean Cyclostationary process, and the received signal can be expressed as of the m th k subcarrier in the i th block. g p (t) is the root-raised cosine pulse-shaping filter. After adding the CP, the overall GFDM signal is
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T s + T cp , where T cp is the length of the CP. In our model, the signal is transmitted to the receiver through the AWGN channel.
B. COMPRESSED SAMPLING
The second operation is analogue to information conversion, as known from Nyquist-Shannon theory. The signal must be sampled at a sampling rate higher than twice the maximum carrier frequency to be recovered correctly. Compressed sampling [24] , [25] aims to obtain samples from the original signal at a reduced sampling rate. There are many types of methods to perform this operation. The simplest method employs a random demodulator, which is shown in Fig.3 [26] .The random demodulator can be improved by adding several parallel branches containing integrator filters as shown in Fig.4 [27] , [28] . Since the formation of GFDM is block based, each block will be sent to each branch of the random demodulator. First, we need to check the sparsity of the signal, investigating both the frequency and cyclic frequency domains. Since the sensing operation is wideband and wideband is underutilized, it is assumed that the signal is sparse in the frequency domain. For the cyclic frequency domain, by calculating the second order of the signal, the peaks are available at only some cyclic frequencies, which means that a small number of non-zero elements are found in the cyclic frequency domain. Thus, the signal is sparse in both the frequency and cyclic frequency domains, which makes it suitable for compressive sampling. In this method, each signal block is multiplied by a pseudo-random chipping sequence, and the output is passed through a low-pass integrator filter so we can obtain the compressed samples of the GFDM signal.
III. RECOVERY OF THE SPECTRAL CORRELATION FUNCTION
For a real-valued GFDM signal x(t) that is cyclostationary, the time-varying covariance function defined as
satisfies the equation rx(n,v)= rx (n+KP,v) where n,k,v integers. Since the cyclic covariance of x(t) is periodic, it can be expanded as a Fourier series as:
where a [0, N-1] is the digital cyclic frequency and the adjustment term exp(-jπav/N) makes the sequence symmetric with respect to a. The SCF is the Fourier transform of the cyclic covariance with respect to the time lag v, defined as
N bv (9) where b [0, N-1] is the digital frequency.
A. PROJECTION RELATIONSHIP
In our model, we consider a 5G system using GFDM as the waveform type. The digital format of GFDM is x[n] = x(t)/(t = nTs), where T s is the sampling time. All these equations are based on [6] .
The autocorrelation function can be expressed as follows:
Since the signal is cyclostationary, the cyclic frequency of the correlation covariance can be implemented in the form
where a is the cyclic frequency and v is the delay lag in the cross-correlation. The vectorized covariance is:
where the size of r x is N(N+1)/2 and n,v N-1. For the expression of the covariance matrix, we formulate the auxiliary covariance related matrix R formed by adding the N(N+1)/2 elements of r x in the matrix R with size N×N and zeros otherwise.
Then, we extract the elements of R by column r x using the B matrix as follows: vec[R]=Br x , where B is a matrix [0,1] created by retaining N(N+1)/2N(N + 1) 2 columns of the identity matrix with sizeN 2 ×N 2, which has the column index q=Nv+n, and the size of B is N 2 ×N(N+1)/2. We express the cyclic covariance matrix R 
where (17) where (W=F −T ⊗I N ) and I N is the identity matrix of size N. From (16) and (17), we can obtain
where H † is the pseudo-inverse of H . In the following section, we denote the sampling process as z t =Ax t, where z t is the sub-Nyquist sample vector and A is the measurement matrix. Therefore, we obtain
where R z =E{z t z T t } is of size M×M. Meanwhile, R x and R z are linearly related to their vectorized counterparts r x and r z , respectively, as follows:
where
P N {0,1} N/2×(N(N+1)/2) and Q M {0, 1/2, 1} (M(M+1)/2)×M/2 are mapping matrices.
We can obtain
By plugging (18) into (22), we obtain the linear projection relation between the measurement vector r z and the SCFs
B. SYSTEM SETUP Assume that the total sensing time of the received analogue signal isT andthe time is divided into L blocks. Each block is passed through a branch of the parallel random demodulator to obtain the compressed vector z t (l) from x(t) at a reduced (M /N )f s where M /N is the compression ratio, and the covariance matrix of the compressed vector is calculated by x from (23),which is an underdetermined system, so we solve the problem using the linear programming method: (24) This is called the l1-norm least square programming problem and has been proven to be convex, with a unique optimum solution. λ > 0 is a weighing scalar that balances between the sparsity of the solution induced by the l2-norm term and the data reconstruction error reflected by the l2-norm lsterm. This problem can be solved by convex solvers such as cvxcvx to reach the global optimum [29] .
IV. CYCLIC-BASED SPECTRUM OCCUPANCY
To identify the spectrum occupancy of all frequency bands, the band-by-band multi-cycle GLRT is applied to the vectorized form s (c) x of the recovered 2D SCFS(α,f). The goal of spectrum occupancy estimation is to decide whether a specific frequency location f n =(n/N)f s , n=0,1,2,. . . ,N/2 is occupied or not. We set f n = (n/N)f s , according to the frequency resolution of the discrete SCFs We now focus on the occupancy decision in a single band f (n) . An active signal in this band would occupy a region VOLUME 7, 2019 I (n) of the 2D SCF map defined by the cyclic frequency and frequency pairs (α, f)
In the discrete-time domain, this region is represented by discrete points (α i , f i ) I (n) , which correspond to a set of integer-valued indices (a i , b i ), that is, S(α i , f i ) =s 
We stack the estimated s (27) where J n ∈ {0, 1}
is obtained from the N 2 ×N 2 identity by retaining its row indices ∀i ∈ I (n) d . The threshold for the adaptive GLRT is derived as
This test is used to determine the presence of the primary user PU at the frequency band f (n) according to the following binary test:
where c (n) is the non-random true vector of the cyclic spectrum values, and is asymptotically Gaussian distributed, i.e.,lim NL→∞
where (n) is the asymptotic covariance matrix. The detections are performed for all frequency bands {f (n) } N/2 n=0 , and the probability of detection is calculated.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section shows the Monte Carlo simulation results to validate our proposed method. First, the simulation model is presented, and then the performance of the proposed method is discussed with respect to the impact of the rate reduction, the noisy environment and the sensing time. Finally, a comparative study is presented for our proposal and the proposed methods in [18] and [19] .
A. SIMULATION MODEL
In our simulations, we consider a GFDM signal consisting of 16 sub symbols and 32 subcarriers with QPSK modulation.
The CP of the signal is set as aquarter of the length of the useful payload. The whole signal bandwidth is 500 MHz. The signal is transmitted through an AWGN channel. It is supposed that we have2 GFDM signal sources, PU I and PU2, that appear at center frequencies of 187.5 and 375 MHz. respectively. The Nyquist sampling rate is 1 GHz, and the non-compressed discrete-time representation X t is of length N = 32 in each time block. The number of iterations is 50. Table 2 shows the parameters of the GFDM signal.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS

1) RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE
To analyze the reconstruction performance, we use the normalized mean square error (MSE) of the reconstructed SCF with respect to the uncompressed value for a given compression ratio (M/N) according to
Fig .5 depicts the relation between the MSE and compression ratio (M/N) for L = 40,200 and 400 data blocks in a noise-free environment. It is observed that the value of the MSE decreases when (M/N) ≥ 0.5 and becomes more constant. The performance of the curve at L = 200 outperforms that atL = 40 due to the reduction in the finite sampling effect. However, the performance at L = 200 is very close to that at L = 400, which indicates that the enhancement in the performance caused by increasing L saturates after a period of time. This is caused by the finite sampling effect being appropriately mitigated when L is large enough, such that the compression ratio has started to dominate the MSE performance. This implies that an additional average does not improve the performance. Since L = 200 has a shorter sensing time than L = 400, it is considered to be a good choice to obtain an enhanced performance.
2) IMPACT OF THE RATE REDUCTION
Next, the GLRT detector is applied to the recovered SCF while changing some factors that impact the detection, such as the compression ratio, SNR and total sensing time. Fig. 6 shows the relation between the probability of detection and the compression ratio (M/N) for a constant false alarm ratio of 0.01. The threshold is set to satisfy the probability of false alarm via simulations. In our tests, N remains constant at N = 32, and the values of M are {4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32} .
From the simulation, we can observe that as long as M increases, the probability of detection increases. The increase in M means more signal information contained in the samples. This shows that the probability of detection can reach 0.95 while maintaining a compression ratio ≥ 0.5.However, when M is smaller, the performance degrades slightly.
3) SNR
Another test is carried out to determine the effect of increasing the SNR on the detection performance. It is evident that the probability of detection improves as the SNR increases. This result agrees well with previous studies, which tell us that the cyclostationary compressed detector is robust with respect to a low SNR. Fig. 7 depicts the relation between the SNR and probability of detection at a constant probability of false alarm. The probability of detection can reach 90% for an SNR of -6 dB and up to 95% for an SNR of 0 dB. Another observation is the impact of increasing L on the enhancement of the probability of detection. Fig. 8 presents the ROC. This result illustrates the relationship between the probability of detection and the probability of 
4) RECEIVER OPERATING CURVE
C. COMPARATIVE STUDY
Here, we compare the results of the proposed method to GFDM detection with the references [18] and [19] . In related work [19] , the authors succeeded in partially reconstructing the cyclic autocorrelation function (CAF) of OFDM by deducing the projection relationship between the CAF and the covariance matrix of compressed samples of OFDM and then applying the greedy algorithm. The detection and recognition of OFDM are based on the CP; thus, they can solve the problem of insufficient memory and decrease the number of iterations.
Comparing our proposed method to this approach, we found that in both methods, the required minimum number of measurements is the same. The reconstruction in our model is based on the recovery of the SCF via l1 norm minimization; on the other hand, the related work uses the greedy algorithm to recover the CAF, where minimization is more accurate in the recovery than a greedy algorithm.
Another point of comparison is the detection of the signal. They proposed the CP detection, which reduces the utilized hardware. This method is suitable only for OFDM; it cannot be generalized for all signal types. In our proposal, the multicycle GLRT is used to detect the primary user, which is suitable for all signal types.
After comparing the methods used in these proposals, the simulation results are compared. A simulation is conducted for a compression ratio of 0.3 and 400blocks for OFDM and a compression ratio of 0.375 and 400 blocks and different SNR values. Fig.9 presents this comparison; it is evident that GFDM outperforms OFDM, and the curve representing GFDM reaches 0.95 before that of OFDM. This means that GFDM is more convenient for spectrum sensing applications due to its low out of band radiation and high spectral efficiency. In [18] , the authors analyzed the cyclostationary properties of GFDM using time smoothing algorithms and detected the GFDM signal using the SSCA and GLRT based on narrowband signals. Comparing this proposal to our model, we found that our model achieves a high probability of detection and a low execution time. The average time of the proposed method is better than that of the SSCA by 74%.The related work model was designed for narrowband signals; it will take a long time to sense all the frequencies in a wideband scenario due to synchronization. Our model is designed for WBSS which is suitable for 5G applications. . The probability of detection versus SNR (dB) for our proposed method and related work [18] .
A comparison between the results of the two models is illustrated in Fig.10 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an optimized method for WBSS in a multicarrier transmission framework using sub-Nyquist sampling. Specifically, we incorporated this method into the GFDM modulation scheme envisaged for 5G systems. In this method, cyclostationary sensing is combined with sub-Nyquist sampling to reduce the sensing time. Using the proposed algorithm, a linear relationship of the vectorized SCF of the GFDM signal and the covariance function of its compressive samples is deduced. The SCF of GFDM is recovered from a few compressive samples via l1 norm minimization. GLRT is applied to the recovered SCF to check the frequency occupancy. The proposed method shows a significant performance improvement in terms of detection at a low SNR with fewer measurements. This method achieves an execution time that is 74% better than that of the related work. The detection performance of GFDM outperforms the detection performance of OFDM, which proves that GFDM is a strong contender for 5G and CRs.
